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1
1.1

INTRODUCTION
PURPOSE OF THIS GUIDE

This document is a basic guide intended to introduce use of the MdPlc development environment.
The guide illustrates the basic steps (from program setup to active application on the drive) to be carried out
by the user in order to acquire basic knowledge of this tool.
More detailed information can be found on-line in the help window generated by installation of MdPlc. To
activate the on-line help window, press the F1 key in the MdPlc environment.
The programming examples indicated in the guide refer to the AXV300 drive.

1.2

MDPLC

MdPlC is a development environment based on IEC 61131-3 PLC standard languages.
With MDPLC5, the programmer can write PLC applications for XVY-EV, ADV200 and ApC300 products
using all five different languages provided by the IEC standard.
MdPlc also features debug capabilities which simplify application testing.
For AXV300 MDPLC6 is the development environment

1.3

CONTENTS OF THE GUIDE

The path followed by this guide has been divided as follows:
• Short description of the IEC 61131-3 standard and of its five languages;
• Short introduction to the MdPlc environment;
• Preparation of the program;
• Main elements of MdPlc;
• Development of a simple application (in preparation)
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2 THE IEC 61131-3 STANDARD
2.1

SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE IEC 61131-3 STANDARD

IEC 61131-3 it is a standard industrial automation programming language. The standard is supported at
International level and is therefore independent.
It is divided mainly into two groups:
• Common elements;
• Programming languages.
The MdPlc help window, available on-line, contains a reference section with detailed information on the IEC
61131-3 standard.

2.2

COMMON ELEMENTS

The common elements of the standard refer to the following topics:
• Definition of type of data;
• Declaration of the variable;
• Configuration of the task;
• Definition of programming units (programs, functions and functional blocks).

2.3

THE LANGUAGES

Four programming languages are defined in the standard. This means that definition of the syntax and
semantics has to strictly followed.
The languages consist of two textual versions and two graphic versions:
Textual version:
• Instruction List IL
• Structured Text ST
Graphic version:
• Ladder Diagram LD
• Function Block Diagram FBD
A fifth language, the Sequential Function Chart language also called SFC, has also been defined. SFC is not
really a language but, on the contrary, provides a formal structure for representation of the sequences of a
control program.
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Instruction List (IL)
The Instruction list language resembles programming of the Assembler language. The instructions are
organized in a list with one instruction per line. Each instruction acts on the accumulator register which
contains the current result.
IL is ideal for solving minor problems with few decision-making points and a limited number of changes in the
execution flow of the program.

Structured Text (ST)
The Structured Text language is a powerful, high level language similar to Pascal or Basic. It contains all the
main elements of a modern programming language, including assessment sections (IF-THEN-ELSE and
CASE OF) and iteration loops (FOR, WHILE and REPEAT). These elements may also be nested in a
mulilevel language structure.
It is an excellent tool for defining complex functional blocks that can be used inside any of the other
languages.
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Function Block Diagram (FBD)
The Function Block Diagram language is frequently used in industrial processes. It tracks the behavior of the
functions, of the functional blocks and programs as a group of interlinked graphic blocks similar to electronic
circuit diagrams. It views a system in terms of flow of the signals between the elements in the processing
phase.

Ladder Diagram (LD)
Representation of logical sequences with the LD language derives from traditional relay-based logic design
in the electrical system engineering environment.
LD is particularly suited for operations on digital signals and on Boolean variables.
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Sequential Function Chart (SFC)
SFC programming provides a graphic method of program organization. The three main components of the
SFC language are sequences, actions and transitions. The sequences account for most of the logic and are,
therefore, a unit of the programming logic that performs a particular control task. The actions are the
individual aspects of the specific task. The transitions represent the mechanism used to move from one task
to another.

The control logic for each Sequence, Action and Transition is programmed in one of the other languages,
such as for example Ladder Diagram or Structured Text.
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3 THE MDPLC ENVIRONMENT
3.1

THE RUN-TIME ENVIRONMENT

A short presentation of the MDPlc system is provided below.

RS232

FILE(.Gfe&.Gft)

•
•
•
•
•
•

(GF_eXpress)

The MdPlc6 project comprises all the source modules, such as Programs, Functions and Functional
Blocks created with one of the PLC languages supported by MdPlc. The parameters of the
application are also defined in the project.
The MDPlc compiler allows the user to check projects, to edit source modules and the parameter
table and to assign each single module to one of the executive tasks of the drive.
MDPlc communication functions make it possible to send the compiled application code to the
AXV300 Control Unit module on the communication interface.
During execution of the application code, the value of the variables can be read and the execution
flow of the PLC program can be checked using the debug tools provided by MDPlc.
MDPLC6 compiler generate the Gfe and Gft files.
The GF-eXpress configurator allows the user to carry out the following tasks: parameterization of the
application downloaded in the drive of the target, supervision of drive activities, diagnostics and
service functions. To carry out these functions, the GF-eXpress configurator uses the parameter files
produced by MDPLC6 during compilation and the Gefran Catalog.
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4 MATERIAL REQUIRED
Programming and development software:
•
•
•
•

Mdplc6 setup file version 6.2.3 Build: Apr 9 2013
GF-eXpress Ver 1.8.0 or later
Catalog Ver 2.8.0 or later
SoftScope Ver. 1.1.1.0 Build 14 Feb 2012 or later

Connection to a PC with RS232 port:
The following are required for connection:
•
shielded cable for the XS / PCI-COM (or PCI-485) connection, code 8S8F59, see figure B

Connection to a PC with USB port
The following are required for connection:
•
an optional USB/ RS232 adapter, code S5A20 (including the cable for USB connection)
•
shielded cable for the XS / PCI-COM (or PCI-485) connection, code 8S8F59, see figure C
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5 INSTALLATION
5.1

GF_eXpress AND CATALOG SETUP PROCEDURE

Install the standard GF_Express Program and related Catalog from CD-ROM or downloading the setup file
from Gefran Web. If you are connected to the web, update the programs to the last version.

5.2

AXV300 TARGET FILE SETUP PROCEDURE

Only for special Version. The standard versions are in the standard catalog.
In case of special version you receive also the Target file setup procedure. In this case see Appendix A for
the installation.

5.3

MDPLC6 SETUP PROCEDURE

To install MdPlc6 follow the next sequence:
1) Exit from the Windows programs before running this Setup program.
2) Start the GF_MDPlc_6.2.3.exe file from CD or setup file. To do this, open Explorer, move to CDROM or setup folder, double-click on the “GF_MDPlc_6.2.3.exe” file and follow the instructions.
The windows displayed during the installation procedure are shown below.

1

2

3

4
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5

6

7

8

Click on Programs/Gefran/Mdplc6/Mdplc6 program or on the desktop MDPLC6 icon, check the program will
open:

Now if you select new project you can choose in the “select the target for the new project” also the
AXV300Vxxx target.
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5.4

MDPLC6 DIRECTORY

The setup install the program in “C:\Programs\Gefran\MDPlc6”.
IMPORTANT:

The contents of the folders indicated above must never be modified or cancelled
manually.
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5.5

SOFTSCOPE SETUP PROCEDURE

Softscope is a software in the AXV300 environment to display in real time (like an oscilloscope) the
variables/parameters sampled in the AXV300 target.
To install SoftScope follow the next sequence:
1) Exit from the Windows programs before running this Setup program.
2) Start the SOFTSCOPE_1.1.1.exe file from CD or setup file. To do this, open Explorer, move to CDROM or setup folder, double-click on the “SOFTSCOPE_1.1.1.exe” file and follow the instructions.
The windows displayed during the installation procedure are shown below.

1

2

3

4

5

6
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7

For further information about this tools, refer to Softscope manual.
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6 MAIN ELEMENTS OF MDPLC
6.1

MDPLC STRUCTURE

The MdPlc compiler during execution of a PLC project is shown in the figure below.
The first time MdPlc is activated, not all the windows and tool bars shown in the figure below are visible. To
display these, use the options of the “View/ToolBars” menu.
The MdPlc environment features various functions designed to facilitate editing and debugging of the code.
Almost all project elements can be shifted in drag & drop mode in the various windows.

If you press Help/Index, the program automatically the MDPLC6 Manual that contain all the information for
the MDPL6 environment .. (main elements, MDPLC structure ….).
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MDPLC6 Manual (in Pdf or MDPLC help)

6.1.1

PROJECT WINDOW

The project window is usually positioned to the left of the MdPlc window.
The project window consists of three folders with the following names:
•
Project: contains the elements of the main
ect, such as for example all the blocks of code
gram, function and functional blocks) also called POU
ogram Object Unit), the variables of the global
lications, the variables associated with the parameters
he application, the definitions of the tasks and the
figuration.
•
Definitions: contains the definitions of all
r defined data types, such as structures or
merated types.
•
Resources: contains the definitions of the
ameters of the applications with the definitions of the
nu, the descriptions of the alarms, enumerative events
other elements used to define the parameter set of
drive.
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6.1.2

EDITOR OF THE VARIABLES

Each POU (block of code) has its own editor for local variables. An independent editor is available for global
variables.
The variables editor makes it possible to add, remove, copy and paste the records of the definitions of the
variables. Each record has fields referring to the type of data, address, descriptions of the dimensioning of
the arrays etc. Classification of the columns is possible for most of the fields.
The global variables editor also features the “Group” characteristic which makes it possible to create like
groups of variables. The groups of variables are represented in the project structure in separate folders in
order to facilitate management.
The variables can be easily moved between the editors and the code and debug windows.

6.1.3

PROGRAM EDITOR

The program editor is available in the five different versions required by the respective languages of the IEC
61131-3 standard.
In the description of the languages, it is possible to view various screen pages of the code editor (see
paragraph 2.3)
All the code editors support drag & drop, cut+copy+paste and an unlimited number of cancel-restore
functions also for the graphic editors.
6.1.4

WATCH WINDOW

Two different watch windows are available for checking of the variables:
•

Textual watch window: the variables can
be inserted in the window by the code and
variable editors.
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The values are read by the drive and constantly updated.
The numeric format (decimal, hexadecimal or floating point) can be modified individually for each single
variable.
The value of the variables can also be forced using a specific option on the tool bar.

•

Graphic watch window: a maximum of 8
tracks can be inserted in this window.

The list of tracks indicates, individually, the scale and minimum, maximum values.
Acquisition of the data can also be saved in text files for subsequent analysis.
6.1.5

OUTPUT WINDOW

The output window shows all the messages of the compiler concerning loading of the project, compilation
and downloading of the code.
A second folder of the output window is used to list the result of the “find in project” search.
Double-clicking on the error message of the compiler or on the result of a search, the specific code editor will
be opened automatically and the related text will then be selected.

6.1.6

LIBRARY WINDOW

The library window groups together the following elements of a project:
• IEC standard operators;
• Target variables;
• Integrated blocks;
• Blocks of the library.
AXV300 – Quick Startup Guide with MDPLC
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The IEC standard operators are listed in the first folder. These are the basic blocks for writing the code.
The standard blocks are simple operators such as arithmetic blocks, comparators, assignments, skips, etc.
The target variables form the data interface with the firmware of the drive. The list of these variables is
provided by GEFRAN with the definition and support files for each individual drive.
Creation of a new project using MdPlc establishes an automatic link between the specific group of target
variables and the project.
The integrated blocks, if available, are functions and functional blocks published by the firmware of the
drive. These also comes from the GEFRAN firmware support files.
The library folder groups together the blocks arising from a single library linked to the current MdPlc project.
The user can select the correct group of the library according to project requirements. The libraries are
provided by GEFRAN or can be created by the user using the specific MdPlc library functions.

6.1.7

TRIGGER WINDOW

The trigger windows are similar to the watch windows described in paragraph 6.5, but are used for real-time
deterministic debugging. They are a very powerful tool for analysis of the code.
Unlike the watch windows, the trigger windows refer to a single execution point in the source code selected
by the user.
The trigger windows show the value assumed by the variables selected in the position selected.
Sampling tools (expression of the trigger condition, single sequence acquisition, setting of the trigger value in
count, etc.) are available so that the user can use the desired program setting.
The value is sampled directly by the drive.
The trigger windows are also available in two versions: textual trigger and graphic trigger.
•

Textual trigger
Up to 16 textual triggers can be activated
at 16 different execution points of the
code.
These are useful for determining the
execution flow of the code and for
understanding the value of the same
variable at the various execution points.
Another important information item
provided by the textual triggers is the
count of execution of the code at the point
selected.
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•

Graphic trigger
The graphic trigger can be used once time
only in the entire code of the project.
It records all the values of maximum four
variables at the execution point selected.
The samples are held in the memory of
the drive and, at the end of acquisition, are
sent to MdPlc.
The graphic trigger is very useful for
studying the behavior of the variables in
time.
The result of acquisition may be saved in a
text file for subsequent analysis

.
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7 HOW TO CREATE A SIMPLE APPLICATION
This chapter describes the main steps in creating a simple MdPlc6 application for the AXV300 system.
The same steps can also be carried out to create applications for other GEFRAN targets that support MdPlc.
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8 OTHER PROGRAMMING OPTIONS
The paragraphs above have described the first steps in MdPlc programming. MdPlc applications are
obviously much more complex than those described in the example.
To help programmers develop applications of any level of complexity, MdPlc features various capabilities
able to facilitate this task, making it possible to carry out it more quickly and simply.
Other elements relating to development of an MdPlc application not covered in this quick guide but which are
however important enough to be taken into account are listed below.
•

The languages

The IEC languages, in addition to the ST language, are useful for catering to the requirements of the SFC
application; in particular, it is suitable for organizing the code in the execution phases and for constructing
codes that are easy to read and understand.
It is important to remember that, in a single application, all the languages can be used together and each
POU can be written using any IEC language.
•
Functions and functional blocks
The real importance of IEC programming stems from the modularity of the code. The functions and functional
blocks make it possible to create a modular, portable code. MdPlc fully supports the functions and functional
blocks, permitting nesting of the blocks at any level in all five IEC languages.
•

The libraries

The libraries are the supporting blocks of the development of an application. The MdPlc setup installs various
libraries referring to the basic blocks (flip-flop, edge detectors, timers etc.), CAN communications, control
(PID, filters, etc.), position control and so on.
Also, MdPlc provides programmers with various possibilities of creating their own library and of importing and
exporting the blocks between the projects and libraries.
•

Real-time debugging

Real-time debugging is one of the most important characteristics of MdPlc which guarantees a fast, precise
debugging procedure.
With the triggers and the graphic trace option, it is possible to identify particular conditions of execution and
to track the behavior of the variables during execution of the code, without stopping the target or modifying
execution times.
•

On-line debug

The on-line debug procedure is available the code editors. It provides an “active” representation of the
graphic elements to facilitate understanding of the flow of the program.
•

Parameters

Parameter support does not only include the few characteristics presented in this guide but also enumerative
events, menus, conversion expressions, R/W events, etc..
•

Editing capabilities

MdPlc also offers a vast range of code maintenance and editing possibilities: searching of the project,
printing of the project, macros, editors of the bookmarks, object browsers and others.
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9 SOFTSCOPE
SoftScope is a software oscilloscope designed to display in real time some drive and MDPLC variables,
For further information about this tools, refer to Softscope manual.
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10 APPENDIX A: AXV300 SPECIAL VERSIONS
GF-eXpress standard catalog contain all the files and information of the standard versions.
It’s possible that for special projets or applications you need to install and use special versions.
In this case you receive in the CD or in project folder all the tools (setup file for MDPLC6, Softsope, GFeXpress and standard Catalog) and also a custom setup file to install in the catalog all the information of the
special version.
For the standard tools see the previous chapters in this manual.
For the custom setup, you need to run separately after you intall all the other tools.
Example: sequence for running the setup of the AXV300 TARGET files for special version 0.0.014:
1) Install all the standard program in the cd (GF-Express, Catalog, MDPLC6, Softscope …)
2) Exit from the Windows programs before running the specific Setup program.
2) Start the SETUP.EXE file AXV300_0.0.0.14.exe. To do this, open Explorer, move to CD-ROM or folder
containing setup, double-click on the setup file “AXV300_0.0.0.14.exe” and follow the following instructions.
The windows displayed during the installation procedure are shown below.

1

2

3

4
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5

After the installation, Gefran catalog contain also AXV300 system.
To check that all is working, if you open GF-eXpress, (wait some second for open new catalog), if you
select Drive, Servodrive, you can choose also AXV300 see below figure:

1

2

3

Setup install the device in C:\Programs\Gefran\Catalog\Drives\Servodrive\AXV300\AXV300_0_X_0_14
IMPORTANT: The contents of the folders indicated above must never be modified or cancelled
manually.
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